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Evans wants control over SISU tuition
BY LAURA KLEINMAN
Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

J. Handel Evans

President J. Handel Evans wants the
authority to raise student tuition without
the approval or political interference of legislators in Sacramento.
Evans talked about gaining more control over the universitys budget in this
manner. Current legislation makes it difficult to factor student fees into any longrange plans because of their fluctuations,
which hangs up the budget planning
process.
"Because of the inability to call them
what they are, tuition, we have had to consider and worry about going to the legislature every year for every single increase on
a manual basis," Evans said in his biweekly
press conference Iliesday.
Evans said CSU does not currently have

the authority to increase student fees; it can
only recommend an increase to the legislature.
"The actual increase becomes a political
event in Sacramento," Evans said.
Under the current CSU system, students
pay fees not tuition.
"I think fees should not be part of the
political process. Fees should be part of an
educational process. And they should be
allocated to teaching, and should not be
dished out and taken back on the whim of
a political mainstream," Evans said in reference to fees going into the state’s general
budget not directly into the CSU budget.
Evans said the current process of
requesting fee increases has been hard on
the administration’s relationship with students.

"That has been the most divisive thing
between the university and students that I
have ever seen here," Evans said. "I am not
advocating increases in fees just for the hell
of it."
The problems lie with California’s educational master plan put in place in 1960.
The intent of the plan was to malce sure
every student received a free education.
But state budget cuts and growing numbers of students over the last five years have
made free education impossible today,
Evans said.
Evans advocates the idea of charging all
CSU students tuition and raising it directly
in accordance with the cost of instruction.
This will allow for a stable environment,
one in which students will know what to
expect, Evans said.
Related to the limited access created by

the fee increases is the problem of reduced
enrollment.
Evans said the number of students
accepted in the fall is up to the academic
vice president, who will decide things like
"are we going to do what we did last year
and artificially reduce the number of students, or are we going to let students on
board and then get rid of the faculty so
there can’t be classes?"
Not just individual faculty, but whole
disciplines are in danger.
Programs that no longer support the
university’s role in society will be phased
out. The university’s mission must reflect
the social environment surrounding SJSU
namely Silicon Valley, Evans said.
"We are in the center of the most
See EVANS, Page 3

To waste or not to,
’Recycle Plus’ asks
BY JENNIFER KANE
Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

Thesday night’s City Hall meeting
displayed that San Jose citizens are
generally split when it comes to paying money for environmental concerns.
The council’s goal was to hear citizens’ responses to the issue; more
than 300 people attended the meeting to find out what is going to be
done about a new recycling plan.
Many citizens spoke their mind
about the topic at stake, some favoring the plan and others in utter disgust with the idea.
"Recycle Plus" is a plan the City
Council has been researching since
1989. As the plan stands now, fees
for garbage collection will be adjusted according to the amount of
garbage that each household puts
out.
Homes will be given recycling
bins, making it possible for up to 80
percent of the materials at each
home to be recycled
People who select smaller
garbage cans will pay lower garbage
rates. For a 32-gallon cart, the rate
has been proposed at $13 to $14.
The largest cart, 128 gallons, would
cost $52 to $56. The council has yet
to set final rates.
Seventy-one percent of 92,000
citizens responded that they can
"comfortably" fit their garbage into
a 32-gallon can.
The council’s purpose for initiating the plan is to reduce San Jose’s
landfill materials by 50 percent
before the year 2000.
This reduction is a requirement
by the state; how it is implemented is
left up to the city
Many citizens who spoke were
fuming about the situation because
their garbage rates are going up
"again." It was said repeatedly

throughout the meeting that everyone agrees something needs to be
done about recycling, but the issue
here is the money that citizens have
to pay.
Many people who complained
said they were senior citizens, single
parents or unemployed.
There is no doubt the new plan
will take effect, beginning July 1.
Mayor Susan Hammer emphasized
last night that the debate will focus
on what the garbage rates should be,
although no decision would be
made at the meeting.
Eric Meece is a Sierra Club member, but says he disagrees with some
other members.
"I don’t believe the best way to go
about recycling is to gouge the people in San Jose," Meece said.
"If I take something to a recycling
center, I get money but if I put
recyclable material out on the curb
then I pay money. I don’t understand this."
Many teachers at SJSU are professionally as well as personally
involved with this issue.
Ken Yeager, Political Science Professor at SJSU, feels this is a major
issue of special concern to the
younger generation.
"Landfills are going to fill up if
nothing is done and future generations are going to have to pay," Yeager said.
SJSU Environmental teachers
Frank Schiavo and Bruce Olszewski
are two San Jose citizens who spoke
at City Hall.
"I think that this central issue
here is very important," Schiavo told
the council. "A lot of people here are
misunderstanding what is being
said.
"With this plan, people are being
See RECYCLE, Page 3

Engineers network, feast
Li On display will be student
projectsfrom various classes
BY ELAINE METZLER
Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

The College of Engineering will
have an open house Friday from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. to commemorate
National Engineers Week, which
began Sunday.
"We have been averaging over
500 people (attending the Engineering Week conferences) every year.
We will have twice as much this
year," said James J. Freeman, associate dean of engineering.
There will be student projects
and displays in the different engineering departments.Each different
engineering department participates.
All events will be open to the
public and tours lasting 60 to 90
minutes start at 9 am.
There will be a barbecue in front

L_

of the Engineering Building from 57 p.m. Both events are on Friday.
There will also be competitions
for high school students. A computer will be awarded to the winning
school and calculators will go to the
winning team members.
Various Silicon Valley firms will
be available to discuss careers in the
eryneering field.
’(The networking at conferences)
is beneficial, certainly. Every conference has that as its subtext. Bay Area
high school students, faculty, and
parents should attend," said Mike
Jennings, chairman of the chemical
engineering department.
The College of Engineering has
produced many graduates.
"In the past year 275 engineering
students have acquired master
degrees and 213 received bachelors
degrees," Freeman said.
SJSU has one of the largest engineering colleges in California, he
said.
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Spiros Depew, a 1987 art graduate, will be one of 16 artists in
the "What Heaven Looks Like" exhibit opening Feb. 23 in

OAR.

Gallery I of the Art Building. Here he is cutting a piece of
ceramic tile for a recent project.

A golden stairway, the deaths of children are symbols in ’Heaven’
BY MINERVA PANLILIO
Spartan Daily Stall Wtiter

If you could create your own heaven,
what would it look like?
Andy Ostheimer, exhibition director at
SJSU Galleries, posed a similar question
in an ad she put in the magazine Art
Week two years ago. Out of 200 responses
she received, Ostheimer selected 16
artists.
Those 16 artists from across the United States will share their views of heaven
Feb. 23 through March 26 during an
exhibition presented by SJSU Galleries,
the San Jose Institute of Contemporary
Art and Ostheimer at Gallery! in the Art

Building. Part of the exhibition will also
be on display at the Institute of Contemporary Art.
process,
During
the selection
Ostheimer, who is the curator of this
exhibition, titled "What Heaven Looks
Like said she was looking for a diversity
of viewpoints and something not ironic,
but visionary.
According to Ostheimer, that is exactly
what she got. The exhibition will include
a wide variety of art, including paintings,
photographs, sculptu res and d raw i ngs.
"The works range from figurative to
abstract and are quite colorful:’
Ostheimer said.

Among the artists chosen is 1987 SJSU
graduate Spiros Depew. Depew, who
works part-time at the coffee shop on
campus, has previously created portraits
of local missing children. However, when
the question of heaven was posed to him,
a portrait of a different sort of children
was his answer.
Depew’s heaven work includes portraits of three local children he became
interested in while reading about them in
newspapers. After doing a series of portraits on missing children, Depew said he
decided to do some on children that died
under tragic circumstances.
See HEAVEN, Page 3
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EDITORIAL
YOU’VE_ LANDED ON

Public utilities must stop
rates hikes for pure profit
Profits pile up as the public
utilities raise rates to an
alarming level.
Pacific Gas and Electric, again,
is raising its prices.
Is there no end to this price
increase? For the last five years, PG8cE
hiss increased prices at an annual rate
of 14 percent.
It seems this monopoly has so
many protective clauses in its contracts that it has no risks.
Rather than encouraging PG&E to
keep prices low, the clauses actually
give incentive to raise prices.
A lack of accountability for raising
prices and the ability to bypass the
utilities commission together give
PG&E too much power and not
enough regulation. Many original
contracts do not even apply to today’s
circumstances.
PG&E even agrees that the prices
are too high.
If PG&E lowered its prices, the
Northern California economy would
benefit, and maybe some people
could have an easier time during the
recession.
PG&E claims price increases are
due to increased cost. For example,
the drought reduced the amount of
hydroelectric energy available.
In addition, the government forces
it to buy energy from anyone who
produces it.
But even with these circumstances,
PG&E is still able to cover its costs
and retain profits without the 14 -percent increase.
The Diablo Canyon power plant

produces 20 percent of PG&E’s energy. Upon the plant’s completion, a
new contract was signed, providing
annual price increases if the plant ran
smoothly.
Since 1988, the plant has run flawlessly, costing citizens more money
because the plant has not faltered. If
the plant were to break down or slow
production, it would actually reduce
the costs for the consumer. Under
normal circumstances customers pay
to have something fixed, in this case
they pay when the plant works.
But this can be misleading .
Many say that it makes sense to
pay less when the plant is not working because the benefit of the plant
will be lost.
But the bare facts of the matter are
that even if the plant fails, everyone
will receive the same amount of energy they had before. The energy will
just come from other sources, and
these other sources are cheaper anyway.
So why not use them all the time
instead of the power plant? Because
PG&E makes more money this way. It
costs PG&E half as much to run a fossil fuel plant than it does to run the
Diablo nuclear plant, but the company can charge more to run the Diablo
Canyon plant.
PG&E should lower prices rather
than raise them and possibly give a
refund since the nuclear plant is
working so well.
At the minimum PG&E should
end the rate increases and have their
contracts updated so they relate to
today’s circumstances.
We need to stop living in the past
and start protecting the future, our
future.

FORUM PAGE POLICIES
Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff, faculty and others who are interested in
the university at large.
Any letter or column for the
forum page must be turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the Spartan
Daily newsroom, Dwight Bentel 209.
Articles may also be mailed to the
Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily,
Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192.
Or articles may be faxed to (408)
924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain
the author’s name, address, daytime

phone number, signature and major,
if a student.
Contributions must be typed or
submitted on a 3.5 inch computer
disk using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always bring a printout
of your submission.
Submissions becomes the property of the Spartan Daily and will be
edited for grammar, libel and length.
Categories available to non -Daily
staff writers are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to 500
word essays on current campus,
political or personal issues. Submissions should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200
words responding to a certain issue
or point of view. If they are longer,
they may be edited for length.
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Middle-class tax hikes easy way out for Clinton
After President Clinton’s
speech on the economy Monday, many analysts and lay
people alike are asking the
same questions: Can the huge
economic gamble Clinton is
about to make the country
take, work?
Does he have the needed
support and backing from tax
-shy Democrats in Congress
and hostile Republicans to
make some of the biggest economic changes in decades?
Nobody knows for sure
until the ground war for his
economic plan begins on the
congressional floor.
One thing is clear: The middle class and Social Security
recipients are asked to go to
the government’s altar and sacrifice more of their hardearned wages and benefits for
the sake of the deficit.
Once Clinton wa.s elected,
his promise of keeping hands
off Social Security and no tax
hike for the middle class seems
to have been left by the side of
the campaign trail.
Under Clinton’s plan, the
tax on Social Security for those
individuals making more than
$25,000 a year and couples
making $32,000 or more a year
will be at a higher rate.
People outside the age spectrum that usually receives
Social Security may think that

much money is a lot.
But people in their late 60’s
and over don’t have much of a
chance to go out and get
another job to help support
themselves if their partner
becomes sick or ill.
The money they saved up
for vacations or to pay for the
house is used for expensive
medical bills.

Clinton’s announcement that he
will raise taxes
should be no
surprise to those
whofollow the
ways ofpolitics.
Seniors have enough to
worry about without having to
watch where the governments
hand is going.
On to the tax hike for the
middle class. Clinton’s people
claim their tax hike will mainly
affect those who make more
than $100,000 a year.
The tax plan also calls for a
special surtax for those who
make more than $250,000 a

year. This is a start in the right
direction.
It is high time the rich started paying for the piece of the
pie they have been taking. The
reality of the tax increase is
that it will affect everybody
who makes more than $30,000
a year.
According to the New York
Times, more than half of the
U.S. population make that
much.
We all remember the 12
years of Republican trickledown economics that left the
middle class and the poor with
a flood of taxes and a drought
of services.
If Clinton gets the tax plan
he wants, Americans will be
on their way to having one of
the biggest tax increases in history.
Clinton must keep his
hands off the middle class if he
economy to
the
wants
improve.
Clinton’s
announcement
that he will raise taxes should
be no surprise to those who
follow the ways of politics.
Candidates always promise
to lower taxes, but rarely deliver.
Clinton’s broken promises
should have come as no big
surprise.
There is no doubt the debt
is a problem the government
can no longer ignore. Balanc-

John Perez

In the Mist
ing the budget on the backs of
the middle class is the easy way
out.
Granted the rich are being
asked to pay more, but paying
more to the rich is like asking
for spare change.
Finding ways such as a
higher capital gains tax and a
even higher tax on luxury cars
would be a better answer then
the middle class tax hike.
Closing several tax loopholes only the rich ran afford
would also help to bring in
additional revenue.
Flaying the IRS go after
large corporations that pay
very little tax would a much
more equitable solution.

Iola; Perez is a Daily staff columnist.
column appears every other
Thursday.

Walking my problems away to a healthier life
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The moment I leave the
house the bizarre ritual involving the process more commonly known as "driving to
work" begins.
First, I enclose myself in a
hermetically sealed metal
chamber. Then, by an arcane
gesture with a small wand, I
ignite a reaction deep within
the chamber, stirring a growling being whose servitude is
mine.
I give it a minute to wake
up, then command it to propel
me and my compartment
down paths toward the Long
Land.
High upon mighty pillars,
resplendent in verdant iceplant, the Long Land looms
before me.
I climb a ramp up the
embankment and look for my
place in the Grand Procession
that is the eternal vigil of the
citizens of the Long Land.
The screaming, smokepeople -chambers
belching
hurl by, denying me my place
in the frantic yet rigid parade.
So I assert my right to occupy
a row and merge forcefully.
All the while I sit virtually

motionless in my padded
enclosure, ensconced in inspirational music, discoursing
silently on any number of topics totally irrelevant to my life
here in the Long Land.
The effect is that the Long
Land is populated by entities
wholly unconscious of their
lives and roles there. It is a
plane of existence many spend
much time in, yet which serves
only as a zone of transmission;
an alien land to be passed
through but not really occupied or observed.
In fact I wasn’t able to discern the nature of the Long
Land until 1 found myself
walking next to the freeway
one day.
Free of my compartment, I
could see the massive elevated
structure for what it is a
region. In the midday lull,
minus the metal throng, the
astonishing width of its surface
was visible. And its length
stretched my imagination’s
limits.
In fact, walking in general is
conducive to the kind of reflection that can’t be had inside a
metal box.
For a few years, as an adult,
I didn’t drive. I walked to bus

stops, took the bus to where I
was going, got off and walked
usually a
the rest of the way
good chunk of land.
I don’t know whether it’s the
soothing rhythm of my own
stride, the fresh air, the extra
time it provides or what, but
walking just helps me think. I
really miss it.
Even the lowly bus the
infamous "shame train" onto
which are relegated our youth
and poor has its advantages
over that ego enhancer, the car.

High upon mighty
pillars, respendant
in verdant iceplant, the Long
Land looms before
me.
Whereas the car is emblematic of the compartmentalization of society of the individual the bus is representative of the community.

Brian Wachter
(4.0

Editor’s Forum
For those who get beyond
the initial discomfort of close
quarters, the bus is a kind of
communal experience. The
fact that so many find it so
ea.sy to fall asleep while sitting
next to complete strangers
speaks of the instant bond created in the rolling shared
space.
The bottom line is that cars
cut people off from each other.
Cut off from each other, the
forlorn masses that comprise
the Long Land roll endlessly
onward.

Brian Wachter is Ihnly City editor
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From page I

rewarded by reducing the
amount of garbage. It’s really
quite simple. If you refuse to
recycle, then you pay more for

the larger containers."
Olszewski, a San Jose resident
and program coordinator with
the Center for Development of

Today
AKBAYAN CLUB: Cultrual Nite
Dance Practice, 6:30 - 9 p.m., SU
Umunhum Rm., 534-1140.
B.A.S.E. (BLACK ALLIANCE OF
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS):
General Body Meeting, 6 p.m.,
Engineering Rm. 358, 292-7874.
BAPTIST
STUDENT
MINISTRIES: Bible Study, 12:30 1:30 p.m., SU Montalvo Rm.,
294-5767.
BETA ALPHA PSI: Pledge Social,
3 - 4 p.m., SU Almaden Rm., 2411692.
CAMPUS
CRUSADE
FOR
CHRIST: ’Scientific Evidence for
the Existence of God", 8 p.m.,
Music 150, 293-5897.
CALMECA PROJECT: Meeting Time Management Workshop, 6
p.m., Chicano Resource Center,
279-5143.
CAREER
PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT: Interview Survival
for the Foreign -Born, 12:30 2:30 p.m., SU Almaden Rm.:
Careers in computer Engineering, 12:30 p.m., Engineering
189: Co-op Orientation, 12:30
p.m., SU Costanoan Rm.:
Advanced Interviewing, 2 p.m.,
SU Costanoan Rm., 924-6033.
DELTA SIGMA PI: Professional
Event, 7:30 p.m., SU Costanoan
Rm., 267-3131.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: Weekly Meeting, 5:30
p.m., SU Almaden Rm., 3701031.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Jewish Ethiopian Speaker, 1:30 p.m.,
SU Guadalupe Rm., 426-7070;
Rubberwear Party, 8 p.m., Campus Ministries Lot 10th & San
Carlos, 947-8026
MIS CLUB: General Meeting Speaker Jeremy King, 4:30 - 6
p.m., SU Costanoan Rm., 2987270.

SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN:
Student Galleries Art Shows, 10
a.m.-4 p.m., Art Building &
Industrial Studies, 924-4330.
SILICON VALLEY FRACTAL
INTEREST GROUP, DEPT. OF
PHYSICS: Seminar: Chaotic
Dynamics of Pattern Recognition in a Biological Neural Network, 7:30 p.m., Science 164,
924-5210.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES:
Tay - Sachs Disease Screening, 9
a.m. - 1 p.m., SU Guadalupe Rm,
Non-pregnants only, 924-6117.

Friday
PLANNING
AND
CAREER
PLACEMENT: Videotaped Practice Interviews, 8:30am, 9:45am,
11am, 12:30pm, 2pm, 3:30pm,
BC 13, 924-6033.
ICE HOCKEY AT SJSU: SJSU v.
Univ. of Oregon, 10:30pm, Golden Gate Ice Arena -Redwood
City, 993-8638.
KAPPA DELTA SORORITY: Hors
d’ oevres, Mock-Cocktails and
Pictionary, 7-9pm, 278 S. 10th
St., 279-9035.
LATTER DAY SAINT STUDENT
Open.
ASSOCIATION:
Forum/Group discussion, 12:301:30pm, 66 S. 7th St., 286-3313. .
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Meeting and Prayer, lpm,
SU 2nd Floor Constanoan
Room, 241-0850.
SAILING CLUB: Meeting, 2:304pm, SU Almaden Room, 2865084.
SAN JOSE FOLKDANCERS: Intl.
Folkdancing,
7:30-10:30pm,
Women’s Gym, SPX 89, 2931302 or 287-6569.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student Galleries Art Shows,
10am-4pm, Art Building and
Industrial Studies, 924-4330.
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James Rice, a student at St. Leo’s School in San Jose expresses, his concern that his school would not
be able to afford the extra cost of the city’s new garbage program at Tuesday night’s meeting.

CORRECTION:
The Spartan Daily incorrectly reported the location of two
events Friday.
The "Origins: Dialogues on Writing and Culture" musicians’
and writers’ rehearsal is open to high school and SJ SU students
at 4 p.m. Friday in Morris Dailey Auditorium. A poetry and
jazz performance will be at 8 p.m., also in Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Evans-From page I
advanced civilization man has
ever known:’ Evans said.
"Nowhere else in the world
does this society exist."
Along with engineering and
computer science the more
obvious disciplines to be
included in the university’s
evolving role and mission
there exists an increasing need
for social work programs,
Evans said.
During his State of the University speech Monday, Evans
said the university received
$4.6 million in gifts and donations from alumni, parents,
corporations, foundations, and
other friends of the university,
and $2 million already this
year.
By maintaining the annual
alumni fund in addition to new
endowments, like trusts and
bequests, Evans hopes to develop donations into an even

(408) 924-3280
924-3282
924-3270
924-3277
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Heaven
From page I
"(Jennifer Olson, Jennifer
Moore, and Jennifer Sophia
Martlez) died in a particular matter that merits this type of recognition," Depew said.
Depew based the portraits on
the Ancient Roman Byzantine
concept of icons.
"An icon is supposed to be a
window:’ Depew explained. "If
you look through it properly,
understand the symbols in it and
what it means, it opens up like a
window. You can see what heaven
looks like through the icon."
Although the portraits are
based on this icon style, Depew

would like the reality of the
images to come through.
"I want people to recognize the
three girls:’ Depew said. "Those
were real people. Honor them,
remember them, and keep them
in memory."
Depew’s work will be showcased at the Institute of Contemporary Art at 451 S. First St.
Another local artist that will be
featured in the exhibition is Palo
Alto resident Lynn Mauser-Bain.
An awareness of death and her
own personal experience with it
inspired Mauser-Bain to create a
12-foot golden staircase made of
thread.
"The work is about steps going
up:’ Mauser-Bain said. "The reference would be in the canal

1993

Recycling in San Jose, supported
the recycling plan.
"I am concerned about leaving (future generations) full
landfills," Olszewski said at the
meeting.
"We should act responsible
and clean up after ourselves. We
cannot afford to put full faith in
technology, that something’s
going to come along and bail us
all out."
Olszewski also pointed out
that Contra Costa County is currently paying three times as
much money as San Jose in
garbage rates and San Francisco
is now paying twice as much.
Another speaker, Ted Smith,
president of the Silicon Valley
Toxics Coalition, said, "the less
we put into the landfills, the
more we are going to solve the
air pollution and the water pollution problems."
The only decision made Thesday was to hold off setting the
rates.
The council agreed people
expressed important concerns
about the rates and more studies
should be done before making a
move.

The San Jose State calendar

where one goes from one place of
existence to another. You’ll go
from this light to that light
through a channel. The stairs is
about that channel."
The golden staircase can be
seen in Gallery I.
Mauser-Bain said she would
like viewers of the staircase to
contemplate what it looks like and
imagine how it fits in their life.
Texas artist Sally Grant, who
made small boxes of serene landscape, is also featured in the exhi
bition.
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stronger resource. He is currently forming a council which
will advise him on the best use
of these additional general
fund gifts.
Janet Redding, director of
university advancement, said
alumni contributions will be
her main focus.
Redding said SJSU hasn’t
done a good job of instilling
into the minds of successful
alumni the notion that they
received a quality education
and the idea of helping students who follow.
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TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR COMMUTE

People will get a chance to ask
artists questions during an Artists
Panel Discussion on Feb. 23 at 5
p.m. in Art 133. Special exhibition events will also include two
receptions.
The first reception will be in
Gallery I following the panel discussion.
A second reception will be
hosted by the Institute of Contemporary Art on Feb. 26 at 6
p.m.
The exhibition will be "free,
fun and upbeat:’ Ostheimer said.
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News and Post settle
over News’ alleged raiding
of Post employees

Features
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Latin Jazz Ensemble to stir up rhythm, excitement

The
NEW YORK (AP)
New York Post’s prospective
owner accepted what he called
an apology from the Daily News
and dropped his lawsuit accusing
the rival tabloid of stealing some
of the Post’s star editors and
reporters.
"I’d rather have the fight with
the Daily News in the streets,"
Steven fioffenberg said Tuesday.
Hoffenberg’s effort to buy the
Post, however, is becoming
increasingly tangled in legal
woes.
The Securities and Exchange
Commission, in a lawsuit, has
accused him and his bill-collecting business, Towers Financial
Corp., of defrauding some 2,800
investors out of about $215 million.
And The New York Times
reported today that the FBI and
federal prosecutors have interviewed several of the people
questioned by the SEC. It was
unclear what charges, if any, law
enforcement officals are pursuing, the Times said.

BY TORREY WEBB

vartan Dady Stan Wnter

The driving rhythmic sounds of SJSU’s
Latin Jazz Ensemble can be heard today at
12:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall, in honor of
African Awareness month and as part of
the music department’s Listening Hour
series.
"The music makes you move," said Dan
Sabanovich, the ensemble’s director and
music professor. "I have people approach
me after our concerts and say we should
install a dance floor."
Sabanovich said the Latin Jazz Ensemble is one of the groups that steadily packs
the Music Concert Hall for the music
department’s annual concert every April.
The group consists of 12 musicians,
including three brass players, two saxaphone players and an extended rhythm
section.
That popularity is shown from the people who listen to the performers who come
to SJSU exclusively for the opportunity to
play in an organized Latin jazz ensemble.
According to Sabanovich the Latin jazz
program is only one of a few offered at a
university. The program was approved by
the CSU in 1980.
Greg Dietrich, a percussionist with the
group who is working on his master’s
degree in world music, agreed. "I looked
into a lot of programs. This is the only one
in a few that I could find to offer this program."
The music is further exposed by the
group as it performs at various high
schools and jazz festivals. The members of
the group are currently preparing for a
jazz festival in Berkeley.
The music got its basis from the blending of African and Latin cultures. The
music incorporates "call and response"
chanting a response to the singer and the
African polyrhythms.
This originated in Africa when one
drumtner plays a simple drum rhythm
while another drummer plays another
simple drum rhythm, resulting in a complex sound when played simultaneously,
Sabanovich said.
Eventually, the music made its way to
North America and was infused into jazz
music by the late John "Dizzy" Gillespie in
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have people approach
me after our concerts
and say we should
install a dancefloor’
Dan Sabanovich
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the 1940s. The result was a jazz music with
a more rhythmic feel. The Afro-Cuban
influence can also be heard in blues, the
instructor said.
Sabanovich, who introduced the Latin
Jazz Ensemble to SJSU 13 years ago, said
he starts each class the same way. "It is my
goal to teach each student the foundation
of Afro-Cuban music along with the performance, technique and styles. One way
is by referring back to the source. Playing
this music isn’t as easy as it loolcs."
Students who first enroll in the Latin
Jau Ensemble may think they are in a
music history class rather than a performance class.
Sabanovich compared the introduction
to the music to learning a new language.
The students go back to the roots of the
music to learn the foundationusing a lot
of dialogue at first and learning which
aspects of the music make it work.
"They must learn each instrument’s
role," he said. "You must learn all of the
parts, not just yours, in order for everything to work. It takes a long time; I
believe it takes a semester and a half to get
the feel."
Dietrich said each person must know
his role in the group, so the group cooperates and tries not to overplay each other.
For a type of music that is becoming
more present in popular music, with musicians such as Gloria Estefan and Paul
Simon, it still has not become part of every
music curriculum at other colleges.
"Only the program here (at SJSU)
focuses on Asian, Indian and Persian
music," Dietrich said. "I looked into a lot
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WOMEN’S HISTORY WEEK
MARCH 9 & 10, 1993

NrIPb WOMEN PERFORMERSMusic, Dance, Drama, Comedy
Performance arts, or whatever
it is you do.

394
Pdlo Alto, CA 94301

415-325-3888
CALL US NOW FOR
THE BEST SPRING PRICES!

If interested, please contact the
Women’s Resource Center at 924-6500
or come by the center in the Admin. Bldg.
room 217 by Feb. 19.
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to face with history, art and
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UNIVERSITY STUDIES
ABROAD CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal
Attention. Fully accredited receive university credit. We
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intensive language, history,
anthropology, art, business,
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Organized field trips and
more. You provide the
enthusiasm.
University Studies
Abroad Consortium
University of Nevada
Library - 322
Reno, Nevada 89557-0093
(702) 784-6569
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of programs and 95 percent of them
focused on European music. This is one

university that opens the door to other
forms of music with respect:’

SJSU environmental group scrambles
to implement campus-wide recycling

Get a
behind-the-scenes peek
at Spartan basketball
in today’s
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Ryan Allshouse, junior (front right); Aaron Szabo, graduate student (rear right); and
Greg Dietrich, graduate student (left) rehearse for today’s performance.
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For such a small group,
SAFER has some big problems.
Known as the Student Affiliation
for Environmental Respect, the
club has tried to implement a
campus-wide recycling pilot program.
"We are trying to run a comprehensive program where we
pick up not only newspaper and
paper from other departments,
but cans and bottles and mixed
paper also," said Annie Vallesteros, a senior majoring in environmental studies and president
of SA FER.
"Our dumpsters are located
across from the pool, and we have
them picked up from there by a
company who recycles," she said.
The club’s faculty adviser,
Frank Schiavo, said the program

has potential to save the campus
money.
Right now, most of the recyclable materials on campus are
collected and dumped all together and carried away as garbage,
he said.
"The university should stop
spending money to have it hauled
away," Schiavo said. "Especially
since cans, glass and paper are
worth money to be recycled."
However, SAFER has come
upon its biggest roadblocklack
of participation.
The paper needs to be picked
up at the different departments,
pushed to the special dumpsters
and discarded, Vallesteros said.
"The program is volunteer and
it’s really difficult to get a steady
pick-up of paper," she said.
"When we had a lot of people
recycling, a lot more of the

NEWS FLASH!

departments participated in getting picked-up," she said. "Now
that we have fewer (members),
the participation from department offices is also declining."
SAFER’s size has plunged from
50 members, when the group was
founded four years ago, to its present size of 15 to 20 members,
said Vallesteros.
Jorge Castro, a senior majoring in music, remembers when
the group had its largest numbers
four years ago and could be
found on the front page of the
San Jose Mercury News.
"SAFER used to have a very
strong impact," Castro said. "It
wa.s a diverse group from many
majors. Now it’s not having an
impact; students don’t even know
there is an environmental group
on campus:’
Vallesteros said she also feels
the change in the group. She was
involved with SAFER when it was
first started.
"The dynamics of the group
have drastically changed from an
activist-oriented group to a more
conservative, educational group
of people," Vallesteros said.
"The present group has a lot of
wonderful ideas but doesn’t have
the membership," she said.
"There is only so much a limited
amount of people can do.

Due to the unexpected weather condition
the Associated StudentsBarbecue was
canceled. The Associated Students
apologize for the inconvience.
Read the Daily for the new
ASSOCIATED
barbecue date
STUDENTS
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"That’s part of the reason why
we decided to focus on campus
education. We felt that if we could
reach out to people and let them
know why it’s important to get
involved to protect their environment, we could get more help."
Although Vallesteros said she
realizes the large task SAFER
faces in motivating people to
recycle, she still believes in the
universality of saving the earth.
"Our environment is a common ground that we all must
share," she said. "So we must all
work together to preserve it."

-

World Events
Washing,ton
Watch
America is losing
its "mom/ authonty"
in Asia, say specialists
WASHINGTON (AP) - America is losing "moral authority" in
Asia because of its failure to solve
economic and social problems at
home and its indecisive policies
toward post-Cold War Asia, specialists told lawmakers Wednesday.
The Asian experts, testifying
before the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, criticized the Bush
administration for ignoring Japan
and warned the Clinton administration against isolating China.
"The U.S. is losing its moral
authority in the Pacific as many
Asians conclude that the U.S. is in
decline, that it cannot solve its own
problems, and that it is increasingly resorting to scapegoating others,
particularly Asians, for its own failures," Hunter College Professor
Donald S. Zagoria said.
"There is growing concern
about America’s style of leadership," Zagoria said, noting a perception that the U.S. is "bent on
lecturing others on human rights
even though its own society has
vast, unresolved social problems."
Edward Luttwak of the Center
for Strategic and International
Studies said Asians cite as examples
of America’s "moral degradation"
those high-ranking officials who
become lobbyists for foreign businesses, often Asian, after leaving
office. They see this failure to safeguard the country’s economic
interests as a sign of weakness, he
said.

0 Missile program
continued despite
U.N. resolutions
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - United
Nations weapons inspectors gathered
information Wednesday leading some to
believe that Iraq may still be actively pursuing its missile program.
The inspection team used a helicopter
to visit a site south of Baghdad but
refrained from flying over the Iraqi capital, a recent subject of controversy.
Patrice Palanque, the Frenchman
heading the 13 -member team of ballistic
missile experts, said a "great deal of information" had been gathered and would by
analyzed by U.N. experts in New York.
He refused to give details about the
materials or the site, which was not disclosed on Iraq’s list of facilities used in
programs to develop missiles or chemical, biological and nuclear weapons.
But other inspec-tors, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the discovery
was important because it led them to
believe Iraq was still active engaged in its
ballistic missile program. They provided
no details.

@ Student leader’s
release considered
gesture to Clinton
BEIJING (AP) - China released the
most prominent student leader of
China’s 1989 democracy movement and
two other dissidents Wednesday in what
appeared to be a gesture to President
Clinton and the Olympics movement.
Wang Dan, who was No. 1 on the
wanted list issued by police after the
crushing of the democracy movement,
was freed along with another student
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leader, Guo Haifeng. Zhu Hongsheng, a
76-year-old Catholic priest from Shanghai, also was released.
The early releases came just two
weelcs before a high-level delegation
from the International Olympic Committee is to visit Beijing, whose leaders
have made clear their strong desire to be
host of the Summer Olympic Games in
2000.
The three paroles also might be
intended as a goodwill gesture to the
new Clinton administration, which has
promised to focus on human rights in
foreign policy.
The official Xinhua News Agency
said Wang and Guo were released a few
months early for good behavior.
The heaviest previous attack by
(0 Militiamen ldlled Hezbollah
@ Betting royal odds
was staged on Oct. 25, when
five Israeli soldiers were killed and seven
in attack before
on the survival
wounded in Ahmadiyyeh.
of British monarchy
peace talks revival 0 Nobel
laureates
NABATIYEH, Lebanon (AP) - Guerrillas stormed outposts of Israeli-allied
militiamen in south Lebanon on Wednesday, the eve of U.S. Secretary of State Warren Christopher’s visit to the region to
revive Arab-Israeli peace talks.
Four people were reported killed and
21 wounded in the assault, the largest in
four months. Israel and allied militiamen
of the South Lebanon Army responded
with a massive bombardment
It was the fifth straight day of escalating
hostilities between the militia and Iranianbacked Muslim guerrillas of Hezbollah.
The violence came a year after the killing
of Hezbollah leader Sheik Abbas Musawi
by Israeli helicopter gunships.
Hezbollah has vowed to sabotage the
talks and has staged assaults prior to previous negotiations.
Wednesday’s fighting raged along a 19mile arc on the northern edge of the "security zone that Israel occupies in southern
Lebanon to shield its northern flank
against cross-border attadcs.

call for the release
of opposition leader
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) - The
leader of a group of eight Nobel Peace
Prize winners urged the international
community Wednesday to join in
demanding the release of Burma’s main
opposition leader.
The Nobel laureates came to Thailand
- they were denied entry to neighboring
Burma - to focus world attention on
Burma’s human rights violations and call
for the release of Aung San Suu Kyi and
1,500 other political prisoners. Mrs. Suu
Kyi is the winner of the 1991 Nobel Peace
Prize.
Mrs. Suu Kyi has been under house
arrest in Rangoon for the past 3 1/2 years.
She led nonviolent resistance to Burma’s
military junta, which seized power in
1988 after killing thousands of prodemocracy demonstrators.

Classz ed

LONDON (AP) - Oddsmakers
expect Queen Elizabeth II to be secure
on her throne when the year 2000 rolls
around, but some big money says the
monarchy has pushed the self-destruct
button and will be gone by then.
Although the queen is odds-on at 4-6,
the William Hill betting agency said
Wednesday that odds on the monarchy’s
survival have dropped sharply from 1001 at the start of the year.
"Having taken a considerable amount
of money, including 8,000 pounds
($11,500) in cash, we have cut the odds
to 8-17 Graham Sharpe, a spokesman for
William Hill, said Wednesday.
The falling odds follow what the
queen herself described as a "horrible
year" filled with marital woe and other
household tribulations.
The betting agency is offering 2-1
odds that Charles will be king by Jan. 1,
2000, 12-1 on Charles’ son Prince
William, and 33-1 on all others in the
line of succession.
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Basketball coach from India learns American way of play

D

HORVATHSPAFITAN DAILY

Ramesh Kalley of India’s National Institiute of Sports reviews notes he has taken during his observation
of the men’s basketball team at practice Tuesday.
BY I/INA MEDINA

Reporter

Valan Daily

Imagine trying to play basketball where there are only five covered facilities in the entire country .
Imagine a place where the
acquisition of something as simple as correct footwear is hard to
find anti expensive, and where
you can train all season to participate in only two games before
being eliminated from competition.
This is the status of basketball
in India, a country of 2 billion
people whose national sport is

field hockey.
Ramesh Kalley, a certified ba.sketball coach, has come from
India to SJSU to observe and
learn about the American system
of basketball. fie will carry his
knowledge back to his country in
hopes of reconstructing the system now in place.
"Ile is interested in taking back
that information and establishing
a meaningful’ structure that will
allow them to build basketball to
a level where they could compete
with everyone:. said SJSU basketball Coach Stan /Morrison.
Kalley’s trip to America was

MICHAEL

sponsored by the Indo-US subcommission on culture and
sports.
This joint federal program
sponsored Morrison’s trip to
India in August, 1990.
At the National Institute of
Sport in Gwalior he worked for a
week with the Indian National
Coaches Association and the
national basketball team.
"Basketball is gaining popularity in India, but it is not systematically practiced in schools and
colleges like here in America."
Kalley said.
"In America, high school, col-

DOUGLAS

lege, and NBA rules are different:.
he said "But (in India) we play
under only one set of national
rules."
Kalley is an instructor of basketball coaching at the National
Institute of Sports in Patiala in the
north of India.
In India coaches must first follow a 10-month certification program before they can train a
team.
"They don’t want people teaching without a background and
knowledge in physiology in
health and muscle/bone structure, in addition to the techniques
of basketball:’ Morrison said.
However, at the high school
level, the teams are coached by
physical education teachers and
not by certified basketball coaches, Kalley said. He would like to
see specialized coaches in these
schools.
He would like to see a division
system set up at both the high
school and college level as well as
a better integration of academics
and sports.
"In this country they go to
school, then they go to practice
Kalley said. "In India we don’t
have this system. If the (students)
have a competition they don’t go
to school, they only play basketball."
He would also like to create a
recruiting system for India’s universities, since one doesn’t exist.
"Indian people are tall, but
their is no recruiting system," he
said. "We can get seven-footers,
but they are so shy they don’t
want to come out to the cities."
"They need to have people go
over there and do an operation
’Big Man’ where they round up all
the seven-footers, and teach them
literally how to walk and be coordinated, pass and catch and simple things." Morrison said.
Besides learning to set up an

organized structure, Kalley is also
learning new team tactics, he
said. He is learning new techniques on coaching and physical
training of the players.
"Certainly India has good
players, but as he watches our
team play he is aware of the fitness level of our players." Morrison said.
"He wants to go back and start
dietary analysis and weight training. Things which will allow
them to get stronger."
Kalley must also push the government to provide facilities as
well as the proper equipment for
the players at both high school
and college levels.
"When I worked with their
national team in India we had to
work on an outdoor court in 120
degree heat," Morrison said. "It
was awful.
"They would clean the surface
with volleyball nets. They would
wear black socks which when you
get blisters the dye can infect
them." he said.
SJSU is doing its part in aiding
Kalley’s information gathering
quest. Morrison is supplying him
with technical and statistical
information.
He has provided him with documentation on athletic training,
equipment, uniforms, and structural information.
"We are working hard to get
him blueprints on the Event Center." Morrison said.
Kalley has been impressed
with an aspect of sport participation which is realatively unheard
of in India; committment to the
team.
"Kids want to play here,"
Kalley said. "I’ve seen kids with
injuries still coming to play. We
don’t have that in our country. If
an Indian player is injured he will
not come to practice for a week."
he said.

Kalley is not sure how the
information he collects during his
trip to SJSU will be utilized by his
government.
"I’m going to make a report of
what I have observed here and
give it to the Indian minister of
sports:’ he said. "Then they will
have to react. I think they should
(react) if they are interested in
promoting basketball."
"If they adopt such a system
and get tall and built players,
India will become number one or
two in Asia. " Kalley said. "Then
we can go to the Olympics."
The Indian national team has
never qualified for the Olympics.
In 1991 the placed fourth out of
16 teams in the Asian Games a
qualifying tournament for the
Olympics.
Only the two top teams from
that tournament move on to the
Olympics.
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Inside Spartan Basketball

spectacular nolmetIon double feature,

In the era of AIDS and growing isolationism, is there no hope for the sexually
frustrated person?
Those dark, smoke-filled nightspots’
only purpose is to serve as a meeting place
for those who cast aside fears of sexually
transmitted diseases. Some profess their
undying devotion to the one-night latex
love affair. Others simply sip their drinks
and ogle the opposite gender.
What is one to do, not content with
returning home sans gratification? There
is an answer.
Auto-eroticism is destined to
be the trend of the
nineties. Why put oneself through the distress and disenchantment
of
rejection. Fulfillment is at arms
length...literally.
Ninety-nine
percent of all
men admit they
masturbate.
The other one
percent are lying.
First, the location must be determined. If one lives
alone, the joy of selfstimulation is not a problem.
However, a roommate can pose a
threat. Combing hair or washing up are
no longer acceptable reasons for spending
significant amounts of time behind closed
(and locked!) doors. Meditation or feigned
depression can be reasons for the extended
time one may spend in solitary bliss.
Second, it is important to take it slow.
This is not a race against time. Isn’t it bad
enough that the average man cannot last
longer than fifteen minutes with a partner?

ONE WEEK ONLY! STARTS 2/19
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World Famous fliLife
32 Years Serving "The Best BBQ Steaks ,
Ribs & Chicken" in San Jose...and part of
the New Downtown!
301 West St. John Street
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Why continue this practice with oneself?
Don’t rush, enjoy! Put on some music,
cook a nice meal, be seductive. Maybe a
movie and a quiet dinner for one is in
order. By no means should one accept
money for the experience. This cheapens it
and makes one feel used.
When it is over, make sure to call or
leave flowers on the night stand.
Society needs to dispel the stigma surrounding masturbation. Auto-erotic proponents have been made to feel despised
and of weak mental stature. Threats of
blindness and extensive hair
growth on one’s palms
have existed for only
one purpose: to
bring about the
demise of the
oldest
world’s
passtime. Just
think of the
social change it
bring
could
about. From a
financial standpoint, think of
the mediums in
which the practice
could be endorsed.
For example, people could run personal
ads that read: SWM seeks
self. Non-smoker, must like
moonlit walks alone. Companies could
establish phone lines where one could talk
dirty to oneself. The possibilities are limitless.
Until then, avid auto-erotics will have to
remain in the closet (or bathroom,
whichever is more convenient). Just
remember, one’s fate is in one’s own
hand... uh...hands.
Paul Wotel
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A Tattered Tate

NNIFER F FURTADO - e c.
From left, Erik Varrelmann, Matthew Blankenzee, Michael Swearingen, Doug Smith and Liza
Auerbach plot their evil schemes in Northside Theater Company’s premiere of Tattersall.

Mark Pickens is all grown
up. He graduated from SJSU
and works for a major computer firm. Yet Pickens still
believes in fairy tales.
"Everything in our lives is
influenced by wives’ tales and
fables," he says.
Pickens, who graduated in
1985 with a degree in radio
and television broadcasting,
likes the ideals fairy tales
embody and he decided to
write one himself. His play
Tattersall is a fairy tale in the
traditional sense.
The play boasts a nice guy
(the tailor), a bad guy (the
guildmaster), a knight in shining armor, a goddess and the
ghost of a parrot. There’s
comedy, romance, and most
importantly, a happy ending.
The play is set in a French
medieval city street called
what DirecGrimey Street
tor Bruce De Les Dernier calls
"the low rent district on the
with
outskirts of town"
action centered around a tailor’s shop and a busy inn.
Northside Theatre Company decided to produce the
world premiere of Tattersall as
one of its five stage productions for the year. The play was
chosen out of 150 plays submitted to Richard Orlando,
artistic director and founder
of the company. Another rea-

son Northside chose to put on
Tattersall is the director’s love
for fairy tales.
"The director loves fables
and has produced dozens of
them over the years," Pickens
says. "Fables are Northside’s
trademarkr
"We like to put on plays
where adults can go with their
kids and not feel uncomfortable," Orlando says. "Our plays
create dialogue. The kids don’t
understand something and the
adults explain."
Pickens explains that his
fascination with fairy tales
derives from an extreme
admiration for the work of
Walt Disney. Citing the timelessness of Disney’s films,
Pickens believes the fairy tale
represents an important aspect
of American culture.
"It’s easier for people to
accept morals in a fantasy setting," Pickens says. "The audience can take away part of the
show that is significant to
them and adopt it to their
lives."
Tattersall is a "play with
music" according to De Les
Dernier, who is also a SJSU
graduate. It has five songs
written by the playwright’s
mother Lyn Pickens, who died
about two months ago, and the
play is dedicated to her memory.

The Northside Theater
Company, which is in its fourteenth season, is primarily
known as a young people’s
theater.
"People find us a haven,"
said Stu Richelle, the company’s development director. "It
provides the perfect opportunity for growing artists to
practice and perfect their
craft. This includes directors,
stage managers, writers, actors
and technical personnel."
Karen Regalado, 22, who
has been acting for seven
years, is doing her first play
with Northside. In Tattersall
she plays Renenet, the goddess
of good fortune.
"There is a mix of people
from all over and of all different ages," she said.
De Les Dernier believes
there is a large cross section of
actors in the 20-member cast.
"The cast includes two very
seasoned professionals all the
way to people who have never
done a show before," he said.
Dina Medina
Tattersall runs through Feb. 8
at the Olinder Theater, 848 E.
William St., San Jose, 7’hurs.Sat. 8 p.m., Sun. 3 p.m. Call
288-7820.
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Fourth -year head coach Stan Morrison rallies his team during the second half of
the game against UNLV. The Spartans led by 13 points at one time in the game.

They lost 80-74 in front of a 4,500-plus crowd at the Eveni

Playing to wir

Daryl Scott, a senior center for the Spartans, watches films of UNLV in the locker
room.

4 o February 18,1993 0 etc.

The first question that
comes to mind when fans
compare the 1991 men’s basketball season to the ’92 season is: "What happened?"
Last year the Spartans hit
rock bottom with a dismal
record of 2-24, and numerous
injuries, including 1991 MVP
Terry Cannon, who was out
the entire season. This season
the Spartans have learned
from their mistakes and have
a chance to take Spartan basketball to a place they haven’t
been in a long time: the Big
providWest Tournament
ed they win their next few
games against some very
tough opponents.
/lead Coach Stan Morrison
attributes their complete turnaround to more consistent
play from key players, especially the superior performance from the guards, who

have been getting up to 10
rebounds per game.
Tonight the Spartans are in
Nevada for a game that could
put them in a virtual tie with
UC Irvine and Nevada State,
or propel them one step closer
to a shot at the Big West tournament. Morrison noted that
even though Nevada has a 10game losing streak going into
tonight’s game, he expects
Nevada to be a tough oppponent.
"If we win, I won’t pop the
cork on the champagne,"
Morrison said. "We want to
get into the Tournament
somewhere in the middle, not
in last place."
Assistant Ilead Coach Stan
Stewart is optimistic about
next season even though the
Spartans are losing two key
players in Daryl Scott (who is
10th in scoring in the Big

West with 15.4 points per
game) and Kevin Logan (who
is 4th in the Big West with a 54
percent from the field). Stewart’s optimism stems from the
recent signing of two highly
rated high school players and
the return of veteran players
Cannon and Les Shepard who
were sidelined this year with
injuries.
Both coaches attributed the
Spartans’ turnaround to the
team’s consistent play and
their ability to learn from
their mistakes.
"Win or lose, we improve
with each game," Morrison
said. "Its one thing to be a
basketball player and another
to be a student of the game.
All our guys this year are students of the game."

David M. Marshall
The Spartans in

The Spartans stretch in the locker room before the game against New Mexico State.

C

Javier Zavala takes control of the ball after being knocked to the ground.

Photos
by
Matt Wallis

action against New Mexico State. San Jose State lost 60-55.
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CINEBAR
(n(GAILs ,,,,,,,
A DRINKING PERSON’S BAR!
Dans It Pool Table
NO DRUGS OR FIGHTING!
694rSnciel; [Jug(11/d

QUICK CASH
24 hrs a day
t, ,
= U.S. ATM
Jack In the Box& now offers
an in atom ATM for your safety
and convenience. Ube our new
ATM machine anykime ddy or
night for a purchase or Just for
quick cash In any denomination’

Buy One Get One Free!
Sandwich or Burger
With the purchase of Burger
or Sandwich, Reg. Fries and
Reg. Prink
CI 14.9 E. San Carloa St

257-7520
expires 3-3-93

STUDENT - TEACIIER
DISCOUNTS

necvkle
rlhr"1-/ BOOKSTORE
NEw & t Ism itoo&s,

eElk

RECORDS & CD’S

We Buy Sell, & Trade

286-6275
138 E. Santa Clara St.
(Between 3rd & 4th)
Downtown San Jose
Mon. - Thu. 10am - 9pm
& Sat. 10am - Opm
Sunday 12pm - 8pm
v,it Our Ncw 11.1011
VISIT
t’sPro’"" II

FREE COFFEE
with any Sr) book purchase
With

purchase of a first cup

p, 11SXV<LE.

,Qb
\.)1‘

2/41;4i275
.
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artists’ unite in

1,

ritin azz

Hagedorn and QuinJessica
cy Troupe are two highly
respected artists of their
rme. They utilize pride in their
ethnic backgrounds as a focus
in their literary works. Both of
these writers have lived in
America for most of their lives,
yet they realized at an early age
that they came from something
more.
Eddie Gale is a legendary
jazz trumpeter and San lose
resident. Having played with
jazz greats Sun Ra and Miles
Davis, Gale’s music carreer
spans as marry styles as years.
This weekend these three
individuals will join together to
explore the space where the literary and the musical meet,
and to celebrate their radical
alterity through one another.

Gangster Art
Jessica Hagedorn is an
accomplished woman in the
arts. Born and raised in the
Philippines, she has used her
talents to portray Filipino culture and its history.
Hagedorn, 40, has written
poetry and a novel, a screenplay and theater pieces. She
has performed in plays, and
written lyrics and sang in her
own band, The Gangster
Choir.
Steeped in the San Francisco literary counterculture
since her teens, Hagedornmoved to New York in 1978
where she absorbed much of
the pop-culture she uses so

effectively in her
work. All of her
theater pieces,
Holy
Food,
Teenytown, and
Mango
Tango,
were presented in
various theaters in New
York. Hagedorn’s screenplay,
Kiss Kiss Kill Kill, was shot last
winter in New York City. It is
an independent film produced
by Shu Lea Cheang.
Hagedorn’s first novel,
Dogeaters, which was nominated for the
1990 National
Book
Award
for
Fiction,
explores the
poverty and
corruption
prevailant in
Manila.
Hagedorn
has a sarcastic,
often
cynical style
to her writing.
She
named the
book in reference to the
American joke about Filipinos
eating dogs, and this unique
critical style is carried
throughout the novel.
She has published poetry
and short fiction in two
books, Dangerous Music, and
the award-winning Pet Food 6.
Tropical Apparitions.
Aside from performing
with her group The Gangster
Choir, she has also contributed her talents to cultural
projects in experimental
video, such as Combat Zone
(with Doris Chase), Color
Schemes (with Shu Lea
Cheang), and Words in Your
Face (with Bob Holman and
Mark Pell ington).
Hagedorn’s writes about
her homeland so people will
be informed of the problems
that exist in other parts of the
world.
Hagedorn has dedicated
her work to opposing racicsm.
Her passion is her ethnic
backround and it shows in her
writing.

r
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It rating Miles

Quincy Troupe is best
known for his latest novel,
"Miles: The Autobiography, Miles Davis with
Quincy Troupe." It won
the 1990 American Book
Award and was nominated for
the Ralph J. Gleason Music
Book Award.
Troupe is fascinated with
Miles Davis. For the most
part, the book consists of personal quotes by Davis, yet
other parts
attribute
Davis
to
inspiring
jazz music
of his time.
Davis tells
stories
about his
drug problems
and
admits that
his father
beat him.
Troupe is
an admirer
of
jazz
music, yet he is a writer at
heart. Troupe has published
four volumes of poetry and
co-authored The Inside Story
of TV’s Roots.
In 1992, he received the
Ohio State Award and the
Peabody Award for the Miles
Davis Radio Project.
Troupe is currently a literature professor at UC San
Diego. He has been a professor of American and Third
World Literature at the College of Staten Island and
teaches in Columbia University’s writing program. He is
also completing a novel The
Footman Chronicle.
Troupe’s father, Quincy
Troupe Sr., was the second
greatest catcher of all time in
all the black baseball leagues.
Troupe is writing his memoirs
about what it was like growing
up with this celebrity.
He has published essays,
articles and feature stories in
various magazines such as
Essence, Elle, Elle Decor, Vanity Fair and Spin.

Eddie Gale
Eddie Gale’s sweeping
trumpet sound is said to have
the tone of Miles Davis, the
spiritual force of John
Coltrane, and the structural
sense of Cecil Taylor.
Gale, who grew up in
Brooklyn, and lived in San
Jose for 20 years, is paying
tribute to Davis in A Minute
with Miles, an album due out
later this month. On the
album Gale does mostly Davis
originals, but plays standards
such as "When the Saints
Come Marching In" and
"Because of You," because they
were tunes Miles liked to play,
Gale says.
Having been brought on
the New York jazz scene in the
’60s by the metaphysical Sun
Ra, Gale was introduced to
John Coltrane by Sun Ra.
"I got a chance not just to
play with John, but to be influenced by John by being on the
scene with him," Gale says.
"He got my horn out of the
pawn shop once," Gale says of
Coltrane.
Sun Ra also helped Gale
out by introducing him to
Cecil Taylor and Larry Young.
"Sun Ra is like a father to
me," Gale says. Gale laid down
trumpet tracks on two of Sun
Ra’s recordings "Secrets of the
Sun" and "Lanquidity."
This weekend, Gale’s band
will be playing and creating
with poetry rather than
behind it, Gale says.
"The real essence about
music is improvisation," he
said.
Jennifer Kane and
Jon Solomon

Gale, lioupe and Hagedorn
will be performing in the Origins: Dialogues on Writing
and Culture series Thurs., FrL
and Sat, sponsored by the SJSU
Center for Literary Arts. For
date and ticket information,
call 408/924-1378.

415/948-5793 for ticket and showtime
information.
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koWell, by the time
you read this, the
UK’s Th’ Faith Healers will have come
and gone, and you
will have missed the
best band to stand
under the Union
Jack since The Clash.
Oh well, try and be
more attentive next
time. In the meanwhile, pick up their
latest Too Pure
release, Lido (reference points: Sonic
Youth, Darling
Buds) for some of
the finest noise pop
put to plastic.
kIf you’re really
bummed, head over
to the Berkeley
Square to check out
those precocious
pop-punk snivelers
Green Day. Last
year’s Kerplunk! has
found its way onto
not a few best of ’92
lists among Bay Area
critics, and the spirits are sure to be high
enough to alleviate
any case of postValentines Day funk.
Berkeley Square,
1333 University Ave.,
Berkeley; 9 p.m.;
510/841-6555.
k*In the don’t know
what you’ve got Ill
it’s gone category,
San Jose’s finest in
marginal rock ’n’ etc.
are gathering together at the Nightbreak
in SF for a free San
Jose Band Showcase
featuring Cafe of
Regret, Drug, Sinister Sam, and Disorderly Conduct
among others. The
bill faithfully represents the diversity of
styles San Jose has to
offer, and which is
unfortunately most
often preduded by a
sorry lack of South
Bay scene. Nightbreak, 1821 Haight
St., San Francisco;
Sunday, Feb. 21; 5
p. m. ; 415/221-9008.
%And what’s with
that blue water in the
fountain?! Bacteria
scare: the sequel?

iM PUS (II INII/S
A SOMEWHAT LESS

TliAN COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SAN JOSE EVENTS
performance more than makes up for
the visual lack. The Stage, 490 S. First
St., San Jose; Wed-Sat 8 p.m. through
Feb. 28; tickets $11-15; 408/283-7142.

THURS

DAY

THE LIMINAL AESTHETIC The
Arts Council of Santa Clara County
will host a reception for SJSU Fine
Arts student Eileen Begley to kick off
her monthlong exhibition
titled simply
Works. Begley
is the first in a
series of SJSU
students
exhibiting with
the Arts Council. Her work
deals primarily
with transformation and
bodily consciousness.
Arts C,ouncil of Santa Clara County, 4
S. Second St., Suite 505; exhibiting Feb.
17-May 18; reception Thurs. at 4:30
p. m.; 408/998-2787.
’THAT FUNKY BROUN SOUND
SF improv-core jazz funksters the
Broun Fellinis (featured in the
premiere issue fete.) malce a
surprise appearance at the Ajax
Lounge tonight. The Fellinis have
been making quite a name for
themselves gigging constantly
throughout the Bay Area, and while
lead throat Crack MC is rumored to
be sitting this one out, the Fellinis are
sure to whip up a wicked froth of
groove stew. Ajax Lounge, 374 S. First
St., San Jose; 9 p.m.; No cover;
408/298-2529.
MINIMAL GOD IN HEATHEN
VALLEY The San Jose Stage
Company presents Romulus Linney’s
rhetorical missionary treat Heathen
Valley through Feb. 28 at The Stage.
The story, which chronicles an
Episcopal bishop’s attempts (and
ultimate failure) to civilize a pagan
Appalachian community, is an
eloquent explication of spiritual
perspectivism. The minimal stage
clutter in the way of props and
scenery adds a hint of the messiah
failed, and the Company’s inspired

IT’S ALL GREEK TO THEM Pack a
picnic of gyros and dig out your
favorite fraternity sweatshirt for a
rousing night of Greek music and
Dance at SJSU’s Morris Daily
Auditorium as the Hellenic
"IYaditional Arts Institute presents
The Greek Strings Ensemble. The
Ensemble, made up of 10 Greek and
Greek-American musicians, will
perform music of the Rebetika
tradition (a sort of Grecian Jazz typething). Morris Daily Auditorium,
SISU; 8 p.m.; tickets $7 student, $12
general; 408/289-1284.
THE REVOLUTION WILL NOT BE
AMPLIFIED Popping up most often
against a backdrop of molotov
cocktails, riot police, protest marches
and Public Enemy pastiches, ’60s
mainstay Gil Scott-Heron is more
often heard than seen. Backbeat
Productions, in celebration of Black
History Month, presents two rare
opportunities to catch the inspiring
rap progenitor in person at the
Kuumbwa Jazz Center in Santa Cruz.
Oh yeah, and for all you Eric
Clapton/MTV-types, the show is
unplugged. Kuumbwa Jazz Center,
320 C,edar St., Santa Cruz; 7:30
_
and 10 p.m.; tickets $12.50/$14;
408/427-2227.
BREAKFAST WITH
UNICEF Although she never played
Mother Theresa for an Oscar, Audrey
Hepburn took the role later on in her
life by devoting her work to UNICEF.
The Stanford Theatre will tribute
both Hepburns this month as they
host the Audrey Hepburn film
festival, the proceeds of which will go
to UNICEF. Nearly all of Hepburn’s
films, among them "Roman Holidayr
"Breakfast at Tiffany’s" and "Funny
Face" will be on display. And best of
all, the excess is guilt free. Stanford
Theatre, 300 Second St., Los Altos; call

BOMB EXPLODES IN SANTA
CLARA New York avant-punk
dilettantes Bomb drop in on One Step
Beyond in Santa Clara Friday to
unload their own special brand of
sonic punishment. Bomb, under the
leadership of producer extraordinaire
Bill Laswell, released their debut
effort Hate Fed Love last year to
critical ravings, and has since shown
up in San Francisco and Berkeley in
support of the Rock for Choice series.
The band is back this time in support
of their own bad selves. Check ’em
out; if they’re good enough for
Laswell...One Step Beyond, 1400
Martin Ave., Santa Clara; 8 p.m.;
tickets $8410; 408/982-0555.

SATUR

DAY

MULTIMEDIA AS EPIPHANY
For all those who’ve ever searched
their soul or even those who have
thought about it but were scared away,
Unity Gain is for you. Devised by San
Jose performance collective EXO
Productions, the series of vignettes
feature giant computer-generated
visuals, eclectic dance, film and live
musicians. Ba.sed on the album
Floating Upstream by Jeff Siegel, Unity
Gain, which sneak previews tonight at
F/X, chronicles the process of inner
transformation through several
different phases and perspectives.
City Lights Theater will house its
regular run beginning Feb. 25. F/X the
Club, 400 S. First St., San Jose; 7 p. m. ;
donations requested; 408/971-3882.
WORKING IN STEP The SJSU
theater arts department’s dance
program presents Danceworks Sat.
and Sun. in the
Dance Studio
Theater.
Danceworks, an
occasional festival of
contemporary dance
and choreography, brings
together pursuers of the
step from all over the Bay
Area to showcase the
diversity of style
and
expression. This
4.41,
version will present the work of nine
Bay Area choreographers, among
them Caitlin Johnston, Pam Leith
Wilder and Tony Coray. Dance Studio
Theater, SPX 219, SJSU; Sat. and Sun.
at 8 p.m.; ticicets $.5 students, $7
general; 408/924-5039.
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a slew of musical
styles with

CHRISTINA MACIAS etc
Cone Beckham of The Royal Nonesuch, will be slingin’ his sixstring at Marsugi’s in San Jose Friday night.

It’s ironic the guys in The
Royal Nonesuch didn’t stop in
New Orleans when they
escaped from New York two
years ago on their two-week
road trip to San Francisco.
But ironic though it is, the
groovy gumbo funk thing is
there, whether it be remnants
of the Meters or Dr. John.
"Dr. John is perhaps the
only rock idol I’ve ever had,"
says singer and guitarist Max
Craddock. "He’s very free and
very honest."
"Because of Tiny Tim, we’re
in San Francisco; because of
Dr. John we sound like a New
Orleans band," he said.
Even though the New
Orleans sound is prominent, it
shouldn’t be
overplayed.
There’s copious grooves of
R&B, soul and funk laid down
by bassist Cone Beckham and
drummer Adam LaVasseur. As
James Brown said, "If you
want to get down, you gotta
get in deep."
They get in deep live, but
the groove is jiving on the
band’s recent release No Such
AnimaL Each of the tracks is
bound to please with its tasty
morsels of downhome R&B,
among other things.
On "Yeah Yeah Sure Sure

GET THE LOWEST
INSURANCE RATES
WITH ONE CALL

IN CAMPBELL
378-5540

IN SARATOGA

Yeah," Tom Welsh lays down
some alto sax riffs in the vein
Maceo Parker, the former JB
horn man.
"Maceo Parker is the greatest living sax player," Welsh
professes.
Throughout No Such Animal, Welsh sprinkles his slinky
sax riffs only where they’re
needed, sometimes playing in
unison with guitarist Chris
Tisch on "Tasting Blood."
Collectively, the members
of the band’s musical influences don’t overlap, which
leaves way for greater diversity.
Whether it be Beckham’s love
of George Clinton, Jaco Pastorius and Fishbone, or Craddock’s fondness of Elvis
Costello and the Pretenders.
"The first Pretenders album
was the best rock ’it’ roll
album made of all time,"
Craddock said.
Lyrically, Craddock delves
into anything from the ecology to relationships.
"The biggest one is the
human condition," Craddock
says about song topics. "The
way we communicate and how
fucking hard that is. Everyone
is in their own little world."
Tisch took the band’s
moniker from a traveling

TODAY! 7_
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Jon Solomon
Marsugi’s, 399 S. First, San
Jose; Feb. 19; 408/286-5463.

AUDREY
HEPBURN

BREAKFAST
"TIFFANYN

,> VALUE MENU

MACHO TACO
(ARNE ASADA TACO
CHICKEN TACO
BEAN E. RICE TACO
5 -ROLLED TACOS
WE GUACAMOLE

994
994
994
994

S1.99
99t

MACHO QUESADILLA
S1.99
(CHEESE. BEANS, RICE. E. SALSA)

S1.99

MACHO BURRITO
S1.99
(IT DOESNT CETMUCH BIGGER!)
BEAN, RICE &CHEESE
BURRITO

MACHO NACHOS
NACHOS

EVERY DAY!

.
0

AFTER 3PM

S1.59

OPEN UNTIL 3

M

THU., FRI , & SAT

364-2880

)156

CALL

medicine show in "Huckleberry Finn:’
"They’d set up tents, make a
killing, sneak out the back of
the tent, jump on the raft and
get out of town:’ Tisch said.
"It’s kind of like rock touring
in the United States."

AN D INTRODUCING OUR NEW

o
Instant Rates Over the Phone
Very Competitive
Monthly Payments Available
Discounts to:
- Good Students
- Good Drivers
Full Time Students

h
nonesuc
the royal

. . .
131 W. SANTA CLARA ST.
(5 111.1/C1(5 WI 51 01 CAMPUS)

993-8230
FREE DELIVERY
MO MINIMUM/

AUDREY HEPBURN FESTIVAL
TO BENEFIT UNICEF
Five -Week Festival
Starts Friday with
Funny Face
and
Breakfast at Tiffany’s

7ke Sea4vtd 74eatte
?2/ 7(a<ortrety Au, Pats Alto
(4/5) 324 3700

